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There were surprising issues tackled in the General Assembly this year. Most profound of all, 

Gov. Dannel P. Malloy forced a reluctant legislature to face the great disgrace of failing schools. 

The school reform plan that emerged from the ugly fight between foot-dragging teacher unions 

and the governor was a scaled-down but still significant accomplishment for a state that has 

neglected its lowest-performing schools for decades. 

Here's The Courant's report card. 

Real Accomplishments 

School Reform: The governor showed courage in taking this on. Legislative leaders eventually 

came to a compromise that gives the state education commissioner new powers to turn around 

low-performing schools, though fewer powers than the governor had sought. The bill also allows 

tests, in a handful of schools, of a rigorous teacher evaluation system and lets schools get inept 

teachers out of classrooms faster, among other things. 

One wag joked that the legislation has more pilot programs than Bradley Airport. But the bill is a 

big step for a state that's resisted school reform. Doing reforms on a smaller scale will allow the 

commissioner to get them right and expand them thoughtfully. 

Medical Marijuana: The legislature, after years of fine-tuning, finally came up with a formula 

for legalizing marijuana for sick people. The bill authorizes the Department of Consumer 

Protection to license growers who can prove they can keep their greenhouses under lock and key. 

Marijuana would be distributed through select pharmacists to people with specific illnesses. This 

is humane legislation with safeguards against exploitation. 

Remedial Education: Many community college students waste time and money on remedial 

classes for which they earn no credit. New legislation would do away with many catch-up 

courses. Lawmakers are taking a chance that unprepared students will succeed, with lots of help, 

in regular classes. But only a fraction of remedial students are graduating, perhaps frustrated by 

non-credit classes. 



Storm Standards: Good for the legislature for telling state regulators to set standards for power 

companies in blackouts like those that paralyzed much of the state last year. Regulators will set 

minimum staffing levels for times when disaster hits and require plans for better communication 

than shown last year. There are fines if the power companies fall short. 

Partway There 

Death Penalty: A repeal that applies only to future capital punishment cases and not to the 11 

inmates now sitting on death row is a halfway measure that should have gone all the way. The 

death penalty is either wrong or it isn't. The prospective repeal ensures that more time and money 

will be wasted on court appeals, as the 11 attempt to have their death sentences overturned. The 

legislature compromised in an area where there was no need to do so. 

Sunday Sales: One cheer for finally allowing Sunday alcohol sales (even if in a narrow window 

of time). But what's with the high prices and taxes? Connecticut continues to forbid retailers 

from selling any alcoholic beverage below cost, driving consumers to buy in states with lower 

prices. 

Election Day Registration: One in three eligible voters in Connecticut does not even bother to 

register to vote, so the bill allowing Election Day voter registration is good. Now, how about 

online registration? Voting by mail? Weekend voting? Making it less of a chore to do one's civic 

duty, as many other states have done? 

Disappointments 

Jobs: An important jobs-creation package appears to have been a victim of legislative tit-for-tat. 

The Senate had passed the jobs bill, but it died in the House in retaliation, some speculate, for the 

Senate failing to take up House Speaker Chris Donovan's pet initiative, a minimum-wage 

increase. 

Letting the jobs bill die was shortsighted. To raise wages, first there have to be jobs. 

Gas Cap: Capping the gross receipts tax on petroleum was a meaningless gesture that saves 

individual drivers almost nothing and forgoes millions of dollars the state dearly needs to reduce 

the deficit or repair roads.  

Red-Light Cameras: If cities want cameras catching red-light runners at dangerous 

intersections, they should have them. But the legislature won't listen. 

 


